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Abstract
We consider regular lattices of coupled chaotic maps whose local dynamics is ruled by the logistic map x 7→ 4x(1 − x), a usual paradigm of
chaotic systems. Through finite-time exponents, we scrutinize the lattice dynamics in the vicinity of the threshold of complete synchronization.
We connect dynamical features such as relaxation to the coherent state and intermittency with the statistics of finite-time exponents, focusing on
the implications of the particular statistics related to the logistic map. Although numerical examples are given for lattice couplings decaying with
distance as a power law, our results are expected to be valid for a wider class of schemes coupling logistic maps.
c 2006 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
Coupled map lattices (CMLs) have been intensively
investigated since the early 80’s as models to understand many
spatiotemporal phenomena observed in extended systems [1].
Usual prototypes of CMLs are periodic chains of N identical
one-dimensional chaotic maps x 7→ f (x) with symmetric
(diffusive) distance-dependent interactions like in
(i)
xt+1

N0
εX
=
B(r )
η r =1


(i−r )
(i+r )
) + f (xt
) ,
× f (xt
(i)
(1 − ε) f (xt ) +

(i)

(1)

where xt represents the state variable for site i at discrete
P 0
time t, ε ≥ 0 is the coupling constant, η = 2 rN=1 B(r ) is
a normalization factor, being N 0 = (N − 1)/2 when N is odd,
and B(r ) is in principle an arbitrary function of lattice distance
r . Specially relevant cases correspond to algebraically decaying
interactions, namely, B(r ) = 1/r α , with 0 ≤ α [2,3], and
to uniform interactions with a cut-off distance ρ (that is, B(r )
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constant for r ≤ ρ and null otherwise), with 1 ≤ ρ ≤ N 0 [4].
These regular couplings allow us to model and investigate the
effect of the range of interactions in the collective behavior
of the lattice. Both cases include, as particular ones, the
well known nearest-first-neighbor (for infinite α and ρ = 1,
respectively) and global couplings (for α = 0 and ρ = N 0 ,
respectively).
One of the interesting phenomena that CMLs display is
synchronization and, in particular, amongst the various kinds
of coherent behavior, complete synchronization [5]. It occurs
when the dynamical variables that define the state of each map
adopt the same value for all the coupled maps at each time step
(1)
(2)
(N )
(∗)
t, i.e., xt = xt = · · · = xt
≡ xt . One can easily
check that this state is a solution of Eq. (1). Geometrically, this
condition defines a one-dimensional synchronization manifold
(SM) embedded in the full N -dimensional phase space of
the system. Its stability with respect to small perturbations in
directions transversal to the SM can be determined from the
analysis of the asymptotic Lyapunov spectrum (LS) calculated
in synchronous states. As far as the completely synchronized
(CS) state stays in the direction associated to the largest
exponent, it will be transversely stable if the second largest
Lyapunov exponent (and together with it the remaining ones)
is negative [6,7]. Limitations of this linear stability criterion are
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discussed in Ref. [8]. However, for a wide class of chaotic maps
(including the logistic map) [8], the criterion of negativity of
the second largest Lyapunov exponent evaluated in the CS state
is appropriate and allows us to find a synchronization domain
in parameter space, for which the CS state is asymptotically
attained (see also [9]). Explicit results have been reported
before for algebraically decaying interactions [2,3] and for
uniform interactions with a cut-off distance [4]. Inside the
synchronization domain, CS eventually occurs after a transient
whose typical duration diverges as one approaches the critical
frontier. Close outside that domain, intermittent behavior
between laminar, quiescent states of synchronized behavior,
and irregular bursting may occur.
In this paper, we will focus on CMLs whose local dynamics
is ruled by the logistic map x 7→ 4x(1 − x). In numerical
examples we will restrict to the regular coupling scheme given
by (1), where B(r ) decays algebraically with distance, while
analytical considerations apply to more general definitions of
B(r ). For these extended systems, we will discuss details of
the synchronization transition, such as relaxation to the CS
state and intermittent behavior, under the light of the statistics
of largest transversal finite-time Lyapunov exponents (LTFEs).
We will emphasize the consequences that the particular
statistics of LTFEs at the Ulam point has on the relaxational
dynamics in the vicinity of the synchronization transition.
2. Finite-time Lyapunov spectrum in synchronous states
Let us recall in this section some definitions and results
that, although essentially already known, will be cited in the
paper. Following standard calculations for the determination
of Lyapunov exponents [10], by differentiating Eq. (1), the
evolution of tangent vectors ξ = δx is given by ξt+1 = Tt ξt ,
where the Jacobian matrix Tt is


ε
Tt = 1 − ε + B Dt ≡ B̂Dt ,
(2)
η
ij

with the matrices Dt and B defined, respectively, by Dt =
(i)
δi j f 0 (xt ) and Bi j = [1 − δi j ]B(ri j ), being ri j = mink∈Z |i −
j + k N |. The evolution of a given initial tangent vector ξ0 ,
after a time interval of length n, is ξn = Tn ξ0 , where Tn ≡
Tn−1 . . . T1 T0 . Finite-time exponents (FEs) over that interval
(k)
(k)
are obtained as λk (n) = ln Λn , for k = 1, . . . , N , where {Λn }
1
are the eigenvalues of Λ̂n = (TnT Tn ) 2n [10].
In the CS state, the dynamical variables of all maps at
(∗)
each time step t have the same value xt . In this case,
(∗)
(∗)
Dt = f 0 (xt )1 N , thus, Tt = f 0 (xt )B̂ and Tt T Tt =
Q
0 (∗) 2 2t
( t−1
j=0 [ f (x j )] )B̂ . Therefore, the spectrum of FEs over a
time interval of length n in the CS state (that we shall denote
with the superindex “s”) is given by:
λsk (n) =

n−1
1X
(∗)
ln | f 0 (xi )| + ck ,
n i=0

k = 1, . . . , N ,

(3)

with ck ≡ ln |1 − ε + εbk /η|, where bk , the eigenvalues of the interaction matrix B, are given by bk =
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PN 0
(∗)
(∗)
2 m=1
B(m) cos(2πkm/N ), for odd N . Here xi = f i (x0 )
(∗)
is the ith iterate of the initial state x0 , the same for the N maps,
since we are evaluating the exponents in CS states.
In the asymptotic case n → ∞, and assuming ergodicity, the
first term in the right-hand side of Eq. (3), which represents a
time average, can be substituted by an ensemble average over
the single-map attractor. In such a case one gets the asymptotic
LS
λsk = λU + ck ,

(4)

where λU = hln | f 0 (x (∗) )|i is the Lyapunov exponent of
the uncoupled map. Notice that the parameters that define
the particular uncoupled map affect only λU , while {ck } are
determined by the particular cyclic dependence on distance in
the regular coupling scheme. As discussed above, the negativity
of the second largest (or largest transversal) asymptotic
exponent λs⊥ allows us to delimit the synchronization domain.
For the particular interaction iterations, the domain is bounded
by [2,3] (see also [11])
1 + e−λU
1 − e−λU
<ε<
,
(5)
1 − b1 /η
1 − b N 0 /η
PN 0
where bk = 2 m=1
cos(2π km/N )/m α , for odd N .
Unlike infinite-time exponents, finite-time ones strongly
(∗)
depend on the initial conditions. Starting from random x0 , the
fluctuations in the values of λsk (n) arise from the summation
in (3) only. As a consequence, all the λsk (n) of the spectrum
have a probability density function (PDF) with the same
shape, differing only in the mean value hλsk (n)i = λU + ck ,
which typically coincides with the infinite-time exponent λsk .
While the average of λsk (n) depends on the lattice parameters
embodied in ck , its variance does not, it is only determined by
the local features of the single map. In fact, when CS is attained,
all maps evolve with the dynamics of an uncoupled map, then
the PDFs of FEs for the whole array are straightforwardly
obtained from the PDF of FEs of the local map by simply
shifting the mean value.
For the logistic map x 7→ 4x(1− x), the PDF of the one-step
(n = 1) FE can be calculated from the invariant measure of the
Ulam attractor [12]. It is
P(λ(1)) =

1
2
,
√
π 4e−2[λ(1)−λ] − 1

(6)

for λ(1) − λ < ln 2, and zero otherwise, where λ = ln 2 is the
asymptotic value.
For large enough n, a smooth approximate expression for the
PDF of FEs is given by [13]
P(λ(n)) '

2n
ln(coth |n[λ(n) − λ]/2|).
π2

(7)

For λ(n) < λ, expression (7) is exact, however, for λ(n) > λ,
the exact PDF presents a complex structure with 2n−1 spikes
that get narrower and accumulate close to the mean value with
increasing n [12,13]. Therefore, in the latter interval, expression
(7) constitutes a smooth approximation, such that the sharp
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Fig. 2. Average n-step exponents as a function of α for the same CML of
Fig. 1. Left side inset: zoom around critical values. Right side inset: scaled
standard deviation. In all cases full lines correspond to the asymptotic value in
synchronous states.

Fig. 1. Comparison between numerical and theoretical PDFs. They correspond
to the largest transversal one step (A) and time-20 (B) exponents of N = 21
coupled logistic maps, with algebraically decaying interactions, for ε = 0.8
and different values of α (above αc ' 0.867, stability of the CS state is lost).
Numerical PDFs are represented by symbols. Solid lines associated to full
symbols correspond to the theoretical predictions for synchronous states, while
those associated to hollow symbols correspond to Gaussian fittings. Inset: semilog representation to exhibit the tails.

spikes have been trimmed by finite size bins. Moreover, the
exact PDF is non-null only for λ(n) − λ ≤ ln 2.
Even the smooth PDF (7) is markedly different from
Gaussian. It is divergent at λ(n) = λ and falls off with
exponential tails. It is noteworthy that the variance decays
anomalously as 1/n 2 [13,14]


π2
1
σ 2 (n) = 2 1 − n ,
(8)
2
6n
instead of the usual 1/n decay. Also notice that the PDFs (7)
for different values of n would collapse into a single shape via
rescaling by n.
3. Distribution of finite-time Lyapunov exponents
Fig. 1 exhibits numerical PDFs for CMLs together with
the analytical predictions for synchronous states. Numerical
PDFs were built by choosing 104 initial conditions and
computing the second eigenvalue of the matrix Λ̂n after a
transient. Eqs. (6) and (7), for single maps, are in excellent
agreement with numerical PDFs for LTFEs, within parameter
ranges yielding coherent states, as expected. We also note that
analytical expressions (6) and (7) still allow us to describe
numerical distributions of transversal exponents even close
outside the synchronization domain. Although we have chosen
to display scans of the synchronization threshold at fixed 
(at the intermediate value  = 0.8), the results exhibited are

Fig. 3. Time evolution of ζ = λ⊥ (1) − λ⊥ (A) and xζ =
the same CML of Fig. 1 with α = 0.9 (supercritical).

Pt

t=1 ζ (t) (B) for

representative of those observed for other values of  as well as
for other directions across the frontier.
In Fig. 2 we display the average and standard deviation of
LTFEs. In fact, average values remain close to the theoretical
estimate in CS states up to α − αc ' 0.15. However, the
dispersion of the data deviates from CS estimates as n increases,
which indicates that the theoretical PDF for synchronous states
is not expected to be a good approximation for very large n
outside the synchronization domain. The fact that theoretical
estimates obtained for synchronous states also hold close
outside the threshold means that, despite the noise introduced
by the “bath” of coupled maps, correlations persist in that
region spoiling Gaussianity. Whereas, far enough from the
threshold (α > 1), correlations can be neglected and Gaussian
shapes arise (Fig. 1).
To illustrate the temporal evolution of centered one-step
exponent ζ = λ⊥ (1) − λ⊥ , a time series is displayed in Fig. 3
for supercritical α (α = 0.9). Similar antipersistent fluctuations
also occur for uncoupled maps, hence, also for CMLS with
subcritical α, in accord with the distributions exhibited in
Fig. 1(A). Notice, in Fig. 3, the non-diffusive character of the
random walk associated to successive steps ζ , consistently with
the expression for the variance in Eq. (8).
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The decay to the SM in the subcritical regime, illustrated
in Fig. 4, can be suitably described by considering that in first
approximation
d(t) = exp[λs⊥ (1)]d(t − 1),
which leads to
"
d(t) = do exp

λs⊥ t

+

t
X

(9)

#
ζ (i) = do exp[λs⊥ (t)t],

(10)

i=1

Fig. 4. Relaxation to the synchronization manifold. Time series of d 2 for the
same CML of Fig. 1 with α = 0.8 (subcritical). The dashed line corresponds
to the exponential law indicated in the figure, for comparison. The gray line
corresponds to a realization of Eq. (10).

4. Implications of fluctuating exponents
4.1. Subcritical regime
For parameter values belonging to the synchronization
domain, that is, for subcritical α, all other parameters kept
fixed, the system eventually converges to the CS state. In fact,
asymptotically, the CS states is stable since the PDF of LTFEs
collapses to a Dirac delta function centered at λs⊥ , which is
negative in that domain. The relaxation to the CS state can
be measured, for instance, by means
q of either the distance to
P (i)
2
the SM, defined through d(t) =
i (x t − hx t i) , or the
P
(i)
order parameter R(t) = | i exp(2π xt )|/N . Since, for small
deviations from the SM, both quantities are related through
d 2 ' (1 − R 2 )/2, we will exhibit the time evolution of d 2
only. After a very brief transient, the decay to the CS state is
exponential with a characteristic time given by τc = 1/|λs⊥ | (see
Fig. 4), that diverges at the critical frontier. For the power-law
interaction, λs⊥ scales as |λs⊥ | ∼ |α − αc | and |λs⊥ | ∼ |ε − εc |,
at the critical point.
The fact that the PDF of LTFEs spreads over negative and
positive values (Fig. 1), once assumed stationarity has been
attained (e.g., Fig. 3), implies that the exponents, computed
over finite-time segments of a trajectory, fluctuate around zero.
On the one hand, as one approaches the frontier subcritically,
the mean value of the distribution shifts to zero from negative
values. On the other hand, as one follows a trajectory for a
longer time interval, the PDF of LTFEs concentrates around
the mean. Then, there may be segments of trajectory which are
repelled from the SM. But, on average, trajectories are attracted
to the SM exponentially fast. Due to the finite precision of
computer calculations, the distance to the SM saturates at a nonnull value (see d 2 vs t in Fig. 4 for t > 300). Intrinsic noise,
due to numerical truncation, may drive the state of the system
slightly away from the saturation level. However, each time this
happens, the distance decays, again exponentially fast, to its
lower bound. This is a scenario generically observed, whereas
we want to focus on the specific features that arise due to the
local dynamics here considered.

where the fluctuating component ζ = λs⊥ (1) − λs⊥ corresponds
to successive centered one-step LTFEs, according to Eqs.
(3) and (4). As discussed in Section 3, the distribution of
λs⊥ (1) in synchronized states follows that of one-step FEs
in the uncoupled map, given by Eq. (6), therefore P(ζ ) =
2 √ 1
, with ζ ∈ (−∞, ln 2). Notice that ζ , with zero
π
−2ζ
4e

−1

mean, is bounded from above. This explains the upper bound
of the fluctuations superposed to the exponential decay in
Fig. 4. In fact, the fluctuations around the exponential envelope
can be fully described by the statistics of time-one exponents
according to Eq. (10), as illustrated in Fig. 4 (gray line).
Breakdown of shadowability might occur, as exponents
fluctuating about zero are a signature of unstable dimension
variability (UDV) [15]. UDV occurs when the unstable
periodic orbits embedded in the chaotic invariant set have
different numbers of unstable directions [16]. A consequence
is the breakdown of shadowability for typical chaotic
trajectories [17]. A true chaotic trajectory is said to be
continuously shadowable if there exists another chaotic
trajectory which: (i) stays close to the former one for a
sufficiently long time, and (ii) may be continuously deformable
to the chaotic trajectory [18]. In this case, noisy chaotic
trajectories of a dynamical system, such as those produced
by numerical integration, are continuously shadowed by true
ones [19]. Continuous shadowability, however, cannot be
always taken for granted in chaotic systems. For the special case
of hyperbolic systems, this mathematical property holds for an
infinite time [20], but the majority of dynamical systems likely
to be found in physical applications is non-hyperbolic.
Taking into account that the PDF of n-time exponents is
null for λs⊥ (n) ≥ λs⊥ + ln 2 [12,13], then if λs⊥ (α, ε, N ) <
−ln 2, the finite-time exponents are negative for almost any
initial condition. Thus, this point would correspond to the
onset of shadowability. Whereas, for −ln 2 < λs⊥ , although
the mean of the distribution may be negative, there is always
fraction ϕ of positive exponents given by ϕ =
Ra ∞non-null
s (n)P(λs (n)), pointing to the possibility of loss of
dλ
⊥
⊥
0
shadowability of numerical trajectories [21]. Because ϕ grows
from zero with a very small slope, since the positive tail of the
PDF is approximately exponential, then the onset may appear
shifted towards the threshold in numerical computations [22].
4.2. Supercritical regime
For supercritical α, that is outside the synchronization
domain, the CS state is not asymptotically stable, because
λs⊥ > 0. Fig. 5 shows that, close enough to the boundary,
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Fig. 5. Time series of d 2 for the same CML of Fig. 1 with α ' 0.9
(supercritical). Inset: semi-log representation of the same data. The dashed line
corresponds to the exponential law indicated in the figure, for comparison.

a succession of correlated bursts away from the SM occur.
Although this figure exhibits a time series up to t = 2000, the
same features are observed for longer runs (typically performed
up to t = 107 ). Close to the instability threshold (up to α ' 0.9
for  = 0.8), the numerical estimate for λ⊥ fairly coincides with
λs⊥ (as shown in Fig. 2) and the PDF of LTFEs can be described
by Eq. (7). Although the average hλs⊥ (n)i = λs⊥ is positive,
there is a non-null probability that the LTFE be negative, thus
leading to intermittent behavior at finite times. Then there are
time intervals during which the trajectories are either attracted
to or repelled on average from the SM. Naturally, the average
duration of the time intervals in which the array is synchronized
increases when approaching the synchronization threshold;
however, synchronization is not attained as a final stable state.
This is a quite general scenario for intermittency. For the
particular local dynamics considered here, intermittent bursts
are asymmetrical. There is an exponential growth with a
characteristic time given by 1/λs⊥ (see inset of Fig. 5) that
has the same scaling laws as the subcritical characteristic time.
After each non-regular time interval of exponential growth,
the distance to the SM falls down abruptly. It fluctuates
around a reference level (hdi ' 0.037 for the parameters
in Fig. 5) that increases with α. The peculiar intermittent
dynamics can be understood in terms of the statistics of LTFEs.
In the supercritical regime Eq. (10) constitutes a very crude
approximation, since nonlinearities are expected to be crucial
in this case. However, it explains the local exponential growth
with exponent 1/λs⊥ > 0, as well as the superposed upper
bounded fluctuations. As d increases, nonlinearities become
dominant and they are responsible for the sharp drops. This
nonlinear effect has been analyzed in detail before for two
coupled logistic maps [23,24].
Close to the threshold, the average distance increases
linearly with λs⊥ ∼ |α − αc |. Also, for increasing α, the
correlated bursts become more frequent (hence, its duration
becomes shorter) such that far from the frontier fluctuations
decorrelate and the intermittent clustering effect disappears.
Moreover, in that region, the numerical estimate of λ⊥
significantly deviates from the one calculated for synchronous

Fig. 6. Distribution of the logarithmic distance y = ln d, for the same CML of
Fig. 1 (N = 21) and different supercritical values of α. For comparison, full
lines correspond to the analytic distribution for N = 2 given by Eq. (11) with
δ = 2(α − αc ).

states and new features, outside the scope of the present work,
may occur.
Histograms of logarithmic distances y ≡ ln d (directly built
for y) are presented in Fig. 6. They initially grow approximately
as exp(y), and above the maximum value fall off faster than
exponentially. For two coupled logistic maps (N = 2), an
analytical expression can be obtained as the marginal density
of the joint probability derived in Ref. [23]:


Z
4e y 1 dx
1 e2y
Q(y) = 2
exp − 2
,
(11)
π δ 0 1 − x2
πδ 1 − x2
for small enough δ ∝ (α − αc ). This theoretical PDF is also
plotted in Fig. 6 (with δ ∝ λs⊥ ∝ |α − αc |) for comparison.
Notice that the analytic distribution derived for two coupled
logistic maps is in agreement with the corresponding histogram
P(y) for a larger lattice, in the vicinity of the transition.
P(y) is also connected with the distribution of synchronization
times discussed in Ref. [8]. Let us also note that for large
negative y, P(y) behaves as exp(y), instead of exp(hy), with
h = 2λ⊥ /σ12 (hyperbolicity exponent), derived under the
assumption of Gaussian fluctuations [25].
A universal result is that, at the onset of intermittency, the
distribution of laminar phases (inter-burst time intervals) of
length τ decays as τ −β [7,26–28], meaning the presence of
lengths of arbitrarily large size. In particular the size of the
average plateau diverges. Moving far from the onset, the tail
of the distribution of laminar phases is gradually dominated
by an exponential decay. In general, the distribution of laminar
phases can be obtained by solving a first-return problem, that,
for white Gaussian noise, yields the exponent β = 3/2 [7,26].
However, as we have seen, in our case, close to the threshold,
the distribution of finite-time exponents deviates from the
Gaussian approximation. Therefore, deviations from the 3/2
power law decay are also expected [28]. We measured interburst sizes, that is, the length of time segments during which
the distance d remains below a threshold value do . Numerical
distributions of inter-burst sizes are displayed in Fig. 7 for
different values of (α, ) close outside the synchronization
domain. Histograms were built by computing the number of
occurrences of each (integer) value of τ over runs of at least
108 steps. A threshold value do ' 2hdi was used, but the decay
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performed for CMLs with interactions decaying with distance
as a power law, most of our results are expected to be valid
for more general coupling schemes as soon as the same local
dynamics is considered.
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Fig. 7. Distributions of inter-burst times for CMLs with N = 21 and different
values of lattice parameters (α, ) indicated on the graph. In (A)  = 0.8 is
fixed and αc ' 0.867, in (B) α = 0.0 is fixed and c ' 0.476. Histograms
were accumulated over at least 108 iterations. In all cases, do ' 2hdi. Dotted
lines, corresponding to the power law with exponent β = 1, were drawn for
comparison.
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5. Concluding remarks
We have investigated the synchronization threshold of
coupled logistic maps. We have analyzed details of diverse
phenomena occurring close to the SM, such as relaxation
and bursting behavior, through the statistical properties of
finite-time Lyapunov exponents for single maps. Moreover,
we have included comparisons of our results for extended
systems with previous ones in the literature for single and
two coupled maps. From this perspective, we have exhibited
peculiar features appearing when dealing with coupled logistic
maps at the Ulam point. This particular behavior was connected
to the non-Gaussian character of fluctuations in the vicinity
of the synchronization threshold. These issues are particularly
important since the logistic map is commonly used as a
paradigm of chaotic systems. Although experiments were
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